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Abstract: Twisted two-dimensional aromatic frameworks have
been prepared by overcrowding the nodes with bulky and rigid
substituents. The highly distorted aromatic framework with
alternating out-of-plane substituents results in diminished
interlayer interactions that favor the exfoliation and dispersion
of individual layers in organic media.
The discovery of graphene[1] has opened up exciting possi-
bilities for developing two-dimensional (2D) polymers,[2] such
as 2D conjugated microporous polymers (2D-CMPs) and 2D
covalent organic frameworks (2D-COFs), for a wide range of
applications,[2] including electronics, energy conversion and
storage, gas storage and separation, catalysis, and sensing.
Synthetic 2D organic frameworks composed of fused aro-
matic rings[3] have emerged as a highly tunable alternative to
nanopore-grafted (or holey) graphene, since they combine an
extended 2D p system with permanent nanometer-sized
pores. Furthermore, since such 2D polymers are synthesized
by bottom-up approaches, heteroatoms can be incorporated
into the framework with relative ease, which provides an
additional way to modulate their electronic structure and
their properties. For example, the exchange of C atoms for
N atoms in 2D organic frameworks has resulted in more
efficient materials for energy applications, such as electro-
catalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR),[4] the
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER),[5] supercapacitors,[6] and
batteries.[6a,7]
The preparation of stable dispersions of individual layers
of 2D organic frameworks would be ideal from several
perspectives. First, it would facilitate the sorting of layers by
size, composite preparation by solution mixing, chemical
modification, and structural and optoelectronic character-
ization.[8] Second, it would enable the formulation of such 2D
materials in inks[8] and thus would enable low-cost, large-area
liquid-deposition methods, such as spin coating, spray coating,
or inkjet printing. However, similarly to graphene, synthetic
2D organic frameworks are very difficult to process because
of the great tendency of the individual layers to aggregate by
noncovalent interlayer interactions. Although several exam-
ples of the delamination of 2D organic frameworks by
mechanical[9] and solvent-assisted methods,[10] electrostatic
repulsion,[11] and chemical methods[12] have been reported,
these methods provide materials that are a few layers thick
and thereby show that the individualization of layers is still
a challenging task.
Herein, we report a new and unconventional approach for
obtaining dispersions of individual layers of 2D-CMPs
composed of fused aromatic rings on the basis of the
introduction of twists in their framework by overcrowding
the nodes of the framework with bulky and rigid substituents,
which are forced above and below the plane (Figure 1). The
highly distorted aromatic framework with alternating out-of-
plane substituents results in diminished interlayer interac-
tions, thus favoring the exfoliation and dispersion of individ-
ual layers in organic media and leading to stable dispersions
that can be processed into thin films. Direct drop casting of
a dispersion of the twisted 2D-CMP on glass and on glassy-
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carbon electrodes showed the semiconducting nature and the
ORR activity of this new member of the 2D materials family.
Our twisting approach for the preparation of a 2D-CMP is
based on the introduction of rigid acetylene moieties with
triisopropylsilyl (TIPS) groups at the nodes of the framework
(Figure 1). In analogy to twisted 1,4,7,10,13,16-hexa(triiso-
propylsilyl)ethynyl-5,6,11,12,17,18-hexaazatrinaphthylene
(twisted-HATNA),[13, 14] the close proximity of the TIPS
groups will force the aromatic framework to deviate from
planarity, as there is not sufficient space to accommodate all
the substituents in the same plane. We envisioned the
preparation of a twisted 2D-CMP by using the conditions
described for the synthesis of pyrazine-fused conjugated
microporous polymers (Aza-CMPs)[3a] by Jiang and co-work-
ers (Scheme 1). However, the Aza-CMPs were synthesized by
ionothermal methods, which require harsh conditions incom-
patible with TIPS substituents. For this reason, we first
established a solvothermal method to prepare Aza-CMPs
under milder conditions, namely, the cyclocondensation of
1,2,4,5-benzenetetraamine and 1,2,3,4,5,6-hexaketocyclohex-
ane in a 1:4 mixture of dioxane and acetic acid at reflux. These
solvothermal conditions provided Aza-CMP with nearly
identical structural data (see Figures S1, S2, S3, S4, and S7
in the Supporting Information) to those of Aza-CMPs
obtained by ionothermal methods at low temperatures.[3a]
The cyclocondensation of 1,2,3,4,5,6-hexaketocyclohexane
with 3,6-di(triisopropylsilyl)ethynyl-1,2,4,5-benzenetetra-
amine[15] in a 1:4 mixture of dioxane and acetic acid at
reflux yielded TIPS-CMP after purification (Scheme 1).
The structure of TIPS-CMP was confirmed by a combina-
tion of different characterization techniques (see the Sup-
porting Information for details). In the FTIR spectrum of
TIPS-CMP, the vibration bands corresponding to the mono-
mers had disappeared, and new bands in agreement with
those of Aza-CMP, which was used as a planar reference, were
observed (Figure 2a; see also Figure S1). The FTIR spectrum
of TIPS-CMP (Figure 2a) showed the disappearance of both
the C=O (1663 cm@1) and NH2 (3444 and 3363 cm
@1) groups of
the precursors. The formation of new C@N bonds was
evidenced by the appearance of an intense band at
1202 cm@1 as a result of the C@C and C@N stretching of the
pyrazine rings, and the shift in the typical features of the
aromatic rings from the starting material (1540 and
1460 cm@1) to TIPS-CMP (1515 and 1454 cm@1). C(sp3)@H
stretching vibrations were present in the spectra of both the
starting tetraamine and TIPS-CMP, and although a small
feature at 2131 cm@1 could be observed for TIPS-CMP, the
band corresponding to the C=N/C=C stretching mode had
almost disappeared, as expected for highly symmetric struc-
tures. These changes in the spectra were also reproduced in
the case of Aza-CMP, for which the bands at 2892 (N@H) and
1663 cm@1 (C=O) were not present in the final polymer, and
an intense band at 1216 cm@1 indicative of the formation of
the pyrazine rings was observed. Solid-state cross-polariza-
tion/magic-angle spinning (CP/MAS) NMR spectroscopy of
TIPS-CMP was consistent with the proposed structure. The
1H NMR spectrum of TIPS-CMP showed a signal centered at
0.12 ppm corresponding to the hydrogen atoms of the TIPS
groups (Figure 2b). As expected, the 13C NMR spectrum of
TIPS-CMP showed a broad signal (typical of quaternary
carbon atoms) corresponding to the sp2- and sp-hybridized
Scheme 1. Solvothermal synthesis and structures of Aza-CMP and
TIPS-CMP.
Figure 1. a) Chemical structure (with twist angles) of TIPS-CMP and
PM6-DH2 calculated structure of a closed pore of TIPS-CMP (top and
side views). b) Chemical structure (with twist angle) and crystal
structure[13] of twisted-HATNA (top and side views). Hydrogen atoms
have been omitted from all structures for clarity.
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carbon atoms and two distinct peaks in the aliphatic region at
18.6 and 11.9 ppm corresponding to the two types of carbon
atoms of the TIPS groups (Figure 2c). The 29Si NMR
spectrum of TIPS-CMP showed one signal at @6.45 ppm,
which corresponds to the silicon atom of the TIPS groups
(Figure 2d).
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging
revealed layered morphologies of the TIPS-CMP material
(Figures 2e; see also Figure S5) with terraces and step edges
of overlapping sheets reminiscent of graphitic materials, thus
confirming the 2D nature of TIPS-CMP. An irregular porous
structure was discerned from high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM) images of TIPS-CMP (Figur-
es 2 f; see also Figure S6). Importantly, individual layers of
TIPS-CMP could be deposited onto graphene layers mounted
on a TEM grid by dry deposition, thus providing further
confirmation of the 2D nature of TIPS-CMP (Figure 2g; see
also Figure S6). The individual TIPS-CMP layers showed
random features reminiscent of pores (1–2 nm) and also
a random distribution of larger holes (5–15 nm; marked with
asterisks to guide the eye). The latter have been ascribed to
defects that are expected to contain carbonyl groups in line
with EDX, which evidenced the presence of O in addition to
the expected C, N, and Si signals (Figure 2h). These random
features are consistent with the X-ray powder diffractograms
of TIPS-CMP, which showed no reflections (see Figure S7).
As expected, almost negligible N2 uptake, as illustrated by
a Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area of 12 m2g@1,
was observed for TIPS-CMP. This BET surface area is about
five times lower than that observed for Aza-CMP (Figure 2 i),
in strong agreement with the presence of six TIPS groups
within the pores of TIPS-CMP, which substantially reduce the
effective porosity in comparison to Aza-CMP.
To obtain a clear view of the distorted nature of TIPS-
CMP, we calculated the structure of a closed pore (Figure 1).
Owing to the size of the pore, calculations were performed
with semiempirical models benchmarked against the crystal
structure of twisted-HATNA,[13] which corresponds structur-
ally to an angular fragment of TIPS-CMP. Different semi-
empirical Hamiltonians were investigated, namely, AM1,
PM6, PM6-DH2, and PM7, and compared with the crystal
structure of twisted-HATNA (see the Supporting Informa-
tion). PM6-DH2 was selected, as it reproduces with higher
accuracy the twist angle between blades (658) of the crystal
structure of twisted-HATNA (678), thus providing even
better results than previous calculations[13] at the DFT level
(638). The PM6-DH2 studies revealed that the interacting
TIPS substituents force the framework of TIPS-CMP to
deviate from planarity to adopt an asymmetrical propeller-
like structure at each joint (Figure 1a) with an alternating
disposition of the TIPS substituents above and below the
plane. Twist angles between blades[16] of 95, 65, 63, 90, 74, and
728 were calculated within the pore (average twist angle: 768).
Remarkably, TIPS-CMP exhibits a maximum twist angle of
958, which is substantially higher than the highest twist angles
reported for twisted-HATNA[13] (678). This large twist angle
can be explained in terms of the higher degree of crowding
within the pore as a result of the presence of six interacting
TIPS substituents versus the two interacting TIPS groups in
twisted-HATNA.
Remarkably, TIPS-CMP was readily dispersible in a vari-
ety of solvents. Golden-brownish dispersions, transparent to
the naked eye, with concentrations in the order of
0.20 mgmL@1 (Figure 3a) were obtained in trifluoroacetic
acid (TFA), an organic solvent commonly used to dissolve
unsubstituted nitrogenated polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-
bons.[17] Dynamic light scattering (DLS) showed that these
dispersions consisted of a distribution of particles with
a hydrodynamic diameter of 180 nm, which did not change
upon dilution (Figure 3b). TIPS-CMP could be also dispersed
in N,N’-dimethylformamide (DMF) at lower concentrations
(0.02 mgmL@1), which could be increased (0.15 mgmL@1) by
Figure 2. a) FTIR spectrum of TIPS-CMP; b) solid-state CP/MAS
1H NMR spectrum of TIPS-CMP (* denotes side peaks); c) solid-state
CP/MAS 13C NMR spectrum of TIPS-CMP; d) 29Si NMR spectrum of
TIPS-CMP; e) TEM image of TIPS-CMP; f) HRTEM image of TIPS-
CMP; g) HRTEM image of an individual layer of TIPS-CMP on
graphene; h) EDX spectrum of TIPS-CMP (Cu peak is due to the
sample holder); i) N2 uptake of Aza-CMP and TIPS-CMP.
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adding a small amount of TFA (5%) to DMF. Moreover,
TIPS-CMP was found to form homogeneous dispersions in
H2O/EtOH (1:1), which gave rise to individual layers that
coexisted with a small fraction of larger aggregates, as
observed by AFM (Figure 3c,d). The deposited dispersions
on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite showed exfoliated TIPS-
CMP monolayers with an average diameter of approximately
200 nm for the highest fraction of layers, which agrees with
the hydrodynamic diameter observed by DLS measurements.
For example, the area distribution of the largest fraction of
layers falls between 4000 and 12000 nm2 from a total of 84
layers measured (see Figure S10), but remarkably, areas as
large as 28000 nm2 were observed. From height measure-
ments carried out on diluted dispersions, a height of 6.20c
was observed for an individual monolayer (see Figure S10).
This value is roughly double the interlayer distance of
graphite, 3.35c, and is due to the bulky TIPS groups beneath
and above the 2D aromatic moiety, which act as scaffolds with
respect to the surface (Figure 1). A comparable height
(7.72c) was obtained by modeling the adsorption of the
molecular analogue of TIPS-CMP on graphite (see Fig-
ure S12). On the other hand, Aza-CMP could not be
dispersed in any of the solvents or solvent mixtures men-
tioned above or in N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP), which is
used for the sonication-assisted exfoliation of graphene.
Homogeneous, coherent, and optically transparent
golden-brownish thin films were obtained by drop casting
a dispersion of TIPS-CMP in DMF/TFA (95:5) on glass slides
(Figure 3e), which enabled the estimation of the energy gap
of TIPS-CMP by the Tauc[18] method (Figure 3 f). The
estimated energy gap of 1.7 eV for TIPS-CMP falls within
the values considered for semiconductors,[19] and aligns well
with the DFT value (2.1 eV) estimated for an individual pore
(see the Supporting Information).
Since TIPS-CMP can form homogeneous and stable
dispersions that allow liquid processing, and as a proof of
concept, we tested their potential application as electro-
catalysts for the ORR, in which N-doped carbon nanomate-
rials have shown outstanding performance.[4] For this purpose,
we drop cast 50 mL of a freshly prepared dispersion of TIPS-
CMP (0.2 mgmL@1) in TFA directly on a glassy-carbon
rotating-disk electrode (catalyst loading: 140 mgcm@2) and
investigated the ORR in ultrapure 0.1m aqueous KOH. The
cyclic voltammogram of an argon-saturated KOH solution
shows a featureless curve. Conversely, the cyclic voltammo-
grams of TIPS-CMP in O2-saturated KOH clearly showed the
onset of cathodic current as a result of the ORR at 0.75 V (vs.
RHE), which is 150 mV more positive (i.e. less energy-
consuming) than the bare glassy-carbon electrode[20,21] (Fig-
ure 4a; see Figure S13) and highlights the catalytic perfor-
mance of TIPS-CMP. The voltammetric response is highly
stable, as can be seen in the reverse scans, which almost match
the forward scans at low scan rates (10 mVs@1, as also
confirmed by a time-dependent study (see Figure S14)).
The ORR performance of TIPS-CMP (with E1/2= 0.65 V
vs. NHE) is in line with that observed in current state-of-the-
art organic frameworks and even superior in many cases (e.g.
g-C3N4, C-COP-P, and C-COP-T).
[22] Remarkably, whereas
other organic frameworks[22] require an additional carbon-
ization step or need to be mixed with different carbonaceous
Figure 3. a) Dispersions of Aza-CMP and TIPS-CMP in TFA; b) DLS of
dispersions of TIPS-CMP in TFA; c) height (range: 2.992 nm) and
d) phase AFM images of a dispersion of TIPS-CMP in H2O/EtOH
(1:1); e) drop-cast thin film of TIPS-CMP from a dispersion in DMF/
TFA (95:5); f) Tauc plot of the TIPS-CMP thin film (inset shows the
absorption trace of the thin film).
Figure 4. a) Cyclic voltammograms of a bare GC electrode (O2-satu-
rated) and after TIPS-CMP drop-casting (Ar-saturated and O2-satu-
rated) in aqueous ultrapure 0.1m KOH (scan rate: 10 mVs1, rotating
speed: 1600 rpm). b) Cyclic voltammograms of a drop-casted TIPS-
CMP on GC electrode at different rotating speeds in O2-saturated
aqueous 0.1m KOH (inset: Koutecky—Levich analysis of the limiting
currents measured at 0.55 V). c) Possible ORR mechanisms in alkaline
solution, with the two- and four-electron reaction pathways highlighted.
RHE= reversible hydrogen electrode.
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supports to reach their level of ORR performance, TIPS-
CMP does not require any post-processing to attain its
electrocatalytic activity. To understand the mechanism
involved in the ORR with TIPS-CMP, we studied the process
further with a rotating-disk electrode at different rotation
speeds (Figure 4b). By representing the limiting current as
a function of the rotation speed, the number of electrons
exchanged in the ORR process can be estimated by the slope
of the fitting line (known as Koutecky–Levich analysis). As
shown in Figure 4c, two ORR mechanisms might occur, the
two-electron (from O2 to H2O2) and four-electron (from O2 to
H2O) reaction pathways. The Koutecky–Levich plot for TIPS-
CMP shows a three-electron process for ORR, thus pointing
to the formation of both hydrogen peroxide and water as
reaction products.[4]
We have demonstrated that the flat structure of 2D
aromatic frameworks can be twisted by overcrowding the
nodes of the framework with bulky and rigid TIPS substitu-
ents. Twist angles as large as 958 were estimated for TIPS-
CMP; they exceed substantially those previously observed for
the parent twisted-HATNA.[13] TIPS-CMP was found to form
homogeneous dispersions upon sonication in a range of
solvents, in which it underwent spontaneous exfoliation into
individual layers with an average diameter of approximately
200 nm, as observed by AFM and DLS. The enhanced
dispersibility observed for TIPS-CMP has been attributed to
the highly distorted aromatic framework, which results in
diminished interlayer interactions that favor the exfoliation
and dispersion of individual layers in organic media. Homo-
geneous, coherent, and optically transparent thin films were
readily obtained by drop casting such dispersions. UV/Vis
absorption spectroscopy of such films illustrated the semi-
conducting nature of TIPS-CMP (energy gap: 1.7 eV). TIPS-
CMP modified electrodes prepared by drop casting showed
enhanced ORR electrocatalytic activity (+ 150 mV) in com-
parison to the bare GC electrode without the need for any
additional post-processing step. Overall, this study shows that
twisting is a very powerful strategy to enhance the dispersi-
bility and processability of conjugated materials consisting of
fused aromatic rings, even for systems that span hundreds of
nanometers in two dimensions, thus opening the door to the
formulation of CMPs into inks to enable large-area and low-
cost liquid-deposition methods.
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